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About This Game

Welcome to the Criminal Town full of gangsters and mafioso. Test your luck in dangerous mafia Blackjack tournament also
known as twenty-one, which is one of the most popular casino games around the world.

The violence came back on the streets of town. And you are the one of criminals. The heads of criminal organizations spend all
their time in casinos. Your target is to beat them not with your gun, but but at the card table.

Blackjack is a card game where you have to play against the criminals.

Rules are not difficult:
Choose the character and then you should accumulate the cards with total points as close to 21 as possible but no more.

You'll get two initial cards and you have to decide whether you want to "hit" (take one more card) or "stand" (take no more
cards). You have to earn a victory in all locations and win the jackpot to become the most dangerous criminal in the town.
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It is glitchy and the game mechanics are wrong. if you double down, it triples down, and you only get money for a double down
(wich woulda just been a hit) and if you loose, you can go into negative money? the overall quality of the game is bad. you can
find better free blackjack flash games on the internet.

TLDR : dont buy, it is a really bad and simple game.. 60% resources of gtx1080, are u kiddin' me?
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